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A finite group G is called Q-admissible if there exists a division algebra finite 
dimensional and central over the rationals Q which is a crossed product for G. It is 
proved that a finite solvable group is Q-admissible if and only if all its Sylow 
subgroups are metacyclic. 
A finite extension K of the rationals Q is called Q-adequate [5] if there 
exists a Q-central division algebra containing K as a maximal subfield. A 
finite group G is called Q-admissible [5] if there exists a Q-adequate Galois 
extension K/Q with Galois group G. A Q-admissible group is necessarily 
Syfow-metacyclic, i.e., all its Sylow-subgroups are metacyclic [5]. The main 
result of this paper is the converse of the last statement for solvable groups, 
hence 
THEOREM 1. A finite solvable group is Q-admissible if and only if all its 
Sylow subgroups are metacyclic. 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we strengthen slightly the notion of 
Q-admissibility: a finite group G is called strongly Q-admissible [ I] if given 
any positive integer n, there exists a Q-adequate Galois extension K/Q with 
Galois group G such that K n Q(,u,) = Q, where p, denotes the group of n th 
roots of unity. By [ 1, Theorem 2.31, in order to prove strong Q-admissibility 
for all solvable Sylow-metacyclic groups, it suffices to prove it for { 2,3}- 
groups, i.e., those whose order is of the form 2”3’. In Section 1, we discuss 
the structure of such groups, and in Section 2, we prove that these groups are 
strongly Q-admissible. 
1. SYLOW-METACYCLIC { 2, 3}-GROUPS 
Let G be a finite solvable group, F = F(G) the Fitting subgroup of G (the 
maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of G), @ = Q(G) the Frattini subgroup 
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of G (the intersection of all maximal subgroups of G), G = G/Q, F= F/Q. 
We record here some known facts. 
LEMMA 1. (1) F(G)=F# 1. 
(2) @(CT) = 1. 
-- 
(3) G/F acts faithfully on F (an Abelian group of square-free 
exponent) by conjugation. 
(4) The group extension 
splits. 
ProoJ (1) [2, Satz 4.2c,d, p. 2771. 
(2) Follows immediately from the definition of G(G). 
(3) [2, Satz 4.2b, p. 277; Satz 4.5, p. 2791. 
(4) Follows immediately from [2, Hilfsatz 4.4, p. 2781. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a Sylow-metacyclic (2,3 ]-group, whose 3-Sylow 
subgroups are not normal. Then G/F(G) is isomorphic to either A, (the alter- 
nating group on 3 letters) or S, (the symmetric group on 3 letters). 
Furthermore, the Sylow 2-subgroup P, of F(G) is isomorphic to either the 
quaternion group of order 8 or is the direct product of two cyclic groups of 
the same order 2”, and if G/F(G) = S,, then n = 1. 
Proof. Let F, @, F, & be as above. By Lemma 1, G is the semidirect 
product F. fi, Pn H = 1, fi a subgroup of G, and H acts faithfully on F. 
Let FZ;,, Fj denote a Sylow 2-subgroup and a Sylow 3-subgroup of F, respec- 
tively. Similarly define n2, fij, cZ, G3. Let C, denote a cyclic group of 
order n. By hypothesis ]H] is divisible by 3. 
We claim that FZ Y C, x C,. Indeed, F1 is either trivial, C, or C, x C, (G 
is Sylow-metacyclic; see [ 1, Lemma 1.31). We will show that the first two 
cannot occur. Suppose first that FZ = 1. Then H acts faithfully on F, and so 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut Fj z GL,(3). Since E? has an element of 
order 3, this forces F, N C, x C, and H3 N C,. But then c, is a group of 
exponent 3 and order 27, hence not metacyclic, contradiction. Suppose next 
that FZ = C,. Then FZ is central in c. Since Q(G) = 1, there exists a 
maximal subgroup @ of G, n? 3 F,. Then G = fi x FZ, so &? has cyclic 2- 
Sylow subgroups. Then M has a normal 2-complement [2, p. 4201, i.e., a 
normal 3-Sylow subgroup, but then so does c, contrary to hypothesis. Thus 
the claim is proved that F, N C, x C,. It follows now that i?, acts faithfully 
on FZ, for otherwise c would contain C, x C, x C, as a (nonmetacyclic) 
subgroup. Thus Z?, is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(C, x C,) 2: S,, so 
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tz N 1 or C,. We claim i?, acts faithfully on F,. If not, it has a subgroup 
H; of order 3 which acts trivially on F,. Since & acts faithfully on F, it 
must act faithfully on F,. This is impossible since it means that G has a 
subgroup of order 27 and exponent 3, which is not metacyclic. Thus i?, acts 
faithfully on ‘, so RJ N C,. It follows that R has order 3 or 6, acts 
faithfully on F,, so is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(C, x C,) = S, , 
We now prove the assertion about F,. It is perhaps worthwhile to separate 
part of the assertion in form of a lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If P is a metacyclic 2-group with nontrivial automorphism of 
order 3, then P is either homocyclic (the direct product of (in this case two) 
cyclic groups of the same order) or the quaternion group of order 8. 
Proof: Let u be the automorphism of order 3. Then P cannot be cyclic, 
so P/@(P) N C, X C,. Let x E P such that (x) 4 P, P/(x) is cyclic, and set 
y = x0. Then P = (x, y). We have 
xy=y-‘xy=x’+*, m even, 
so 
[x,y]=x-‘y-‘xy=x*=c. 
NOW c E P’ (the commutator subgroup of P) which is contained in (x) (in 
fact, P’ = (c)) so (c) is a characteristic subgroup of P. Now u induces an 
automorphism of (c), which is trivial, since (c), a cyclic 2-group, has no 
automorphism of order 3. Thus cU = c. Now cx = c implies (Y’)~~ = P, i.e., 
cy = c, so c E Z(P), the center of P. Furthermore, xm = c implies (x”)” = 
P=c, i.e., y”‘=c. Hence Y-~=c-’ = y-lx-‘yx, so x-‘yx = yx = y’-*. 
ThenxY”~x”+*‘*~X*Y~C~~~C~X*(*t’)~C*+’,sOC*~~~ 
We now claim that m E 2 (mod 4). We have (y”)” = cU = c. On the other 
hand, y” = x 1+2iy1+zi~k for some i, j, and k (it is easy to check that P’ = (c), 
using c E Z(P). Thus (y”)” = (~‘~*~y~+*~c~)~ = (~‘+*~y~‘*~)~ ckm. Let us 
write x1 = x1 + 2i, yl = yl+*j. Then ~7 = cltzi, yy = cl+*], x;ly,x, = 
(l-m)1+2i _ 
Yl 
l-m 
-Y1 1, where m 1 m, and m, = m (mod 4). Then 
cxl yl)* ~X;fy~+(~-m,~t~~~+~l-ml~~~~ 
m (I-cl-m,mll-(l-m,) 
=x,y, 
m m-(y)m,t(y)m:-... 
=xlYl 
E y;(r;h (mod(c*)) 
which is congruent o c mod(c*) if and only if either c = 1 or m = 2 (mod 4). 
In the first case, P is Abelian and in the second, P is the quaternion group of 
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order 8. In the first case P is the direct product of two cyclic 2-groups and P 
has a nontrivial automorphism of order 3, which is possible only if P is 
homocyclic. 
Having proved Lemma 2, we apply it to the group P = F,. The subgroup 
F,G, has index 1 or 2 in G. If G, acted trivially on F,, then G, would be 
normal in F,G, hence in G, contrary to hypothesis. Hence G, acts 
nontrivially on F,. Lemma 2 now implies that F, is quaternion of order 8 or 
homocyclic. 
Finally, suppose G/F E S, and F, is homocyclic. Then [G, : F2] = 2 and 
k?, z G,/F, acts faithfully on Fz, as we have seen. It is easily seen that 
G,/F, acts on F, by permuting two generators, so F, is a G,/F,-induced 
module. Thus the group extension 
1-F2-‘G2+G2/FZ- 1 
splits, and 
G2=(x,y,zIx *"=y2"=Z2= l,xy=yx,xZ=y). 
G, metacyclic implies that G, has a cyclic normal subgroup C with G2/C 
cyclic. Then C > G; (commutator subgroup), so z -lx-izx = yP ‘x E C. Now 
GJ(xy-‘) is not cyclic, so C = (xy-‘, zu), v E (x, y). But zv(xy-‘)(zu)-’ = 
ZXY -‘z-’ = x-‘y while C Abelian implies zv(xy-‘)(zv)-’ = xy-‘. Thus 
x-'yzxy-1, x2=y2, n = 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
It is necessary to pinpoint the groups G/F, appearing in Theorem 2, with 
F, the 3-Sylow subgroup of F = F(G). 
Case 1: G/F=A3 
If F, is the quaternion group Q, of order 8, then G/F, is the unique 
extension of QB by a nontrivial automorphism of order 3. It happens to be 
isomorphic to S&(3). If F, is homocyclic, then G/F, is likewise the unique 
extension of F, by a nontrivial automorphism of order 3. 
Case 2: G/F N S, 
If F, is homocyclic, then as we have seen, it is C, x C,, and G/F, is S,. If 
F, is Q,, then G/F, is a central extension of S, with kernel C,, and 
containing X,(3) as a subgroup of index 2. There are two such extensions 
(which can be deduced from the case of S, in [6], for example) which we 
shall denote by S,* and S,** (S,* * N GL,(3)), having 2-Sylow subgroup 
isomorphic to the quaternion group Q,6 = (x, y ] x4 = y8 = 1, x2 = y4, 
x-‘yx = y-‘) and the semidihedral group 
D&=(x,yIx2=y8= 1,x-‘yx=y3), 
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respectively. To see that there are no more such extensions, one can compute 
H*(S,, Z/22) N Z/22 0 Z/22 (see [6]) using the fact that the Schur 
multiplier of S, is of order 2 [2, p. 6521. 
2. Q-ADMISSIBILITY 
As usual, we use Schacher’s arithmetic criterion [5] for Q-adequacy: K is 
Q-adequate if and only if, for each prime p dividing [K : Q], there exist at 
least two primes ql, q2, such that the p-part of [K,,/QIi] is equal to that of 
[K : Q], for i = 1,2, where Q, is the field of q-adic rationals, and K, is the 
completion of K at any divisor of q in K, for q = qi. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a Sylow-metacyclic (2, 3}-group. Then G is 
strongly Q-admissible. 
ProoJ If G has a normal 3-Sylow subgroup, the theorem has been 
proved in earlier papers [8, Theorem 1, Corollary, Theorem 21, [ 1, Theorems 
2.1, 2.41. We therefore assume that G has no normal 3Sylow subgroup. Let 
a positive integer n be given. 
Case 1: G/P(G) 1: A 3 
As before, let G,, G, denote the 2-Sylow and 3-Sylow subgroups of G, 
respectively. G/P, N G, is strongly Q-admissible [8], [ 1, Theorem 2.41 so let 
E/Q be a Q-adequate Galois extension with G(E/Q) N G,, En U&a,) = Q. 
Let k be the subfield of E corresponding to the subgroup F, of G, . Then k/Q 
is a cubic cyclic extension, k n Q!(u,) = Q. Suppose we can embed k/Q into 
a Q-adequate Galois extension L/Q with G(L/Q) N G/F,, and 
L n k(,a,) = k. Then LE/Q will be a Q-adequate Galois extension with 
G(LE/Q) N G, and LE n Q(,u,) = O!, (draw the diagram), as desired. 
Subcase 1.1. F, homocyclic. Write G, = G/F3, P = F/F, 1: F,. P is 
isomorphic to C x C, where C 2: C,, is a cyclic group of order 2”. Consider 
the embedding problem given by G, -+ G(k/Q). This embedding problem has 
a trivial solution (see, e.g., [7, p. 2821). By Dirichlet’s density theorem there 
exist two primes p, , pz of Q such that pi splits completely in k@,) and pi = 1 
(mod 2”), i = 1, 2. Then P is realizable as a local Galois group at p, and p2. 
We apply a theorem of Neukirch [3, Theorems 2.5 and 6.4(b)]. We prescribe 
local solutions to the embedding problem at p, and p2 so that the local 
solution fields have Galois group P over 0, for p = pl, pz . (Note that k/Q is 
locally trivial at p1 ,p2 .) For p =p, ,pz, we have G; < G(k&,)/QJ = 1, 
where G’ = G(Q(P’)/Q), P’ = Hom(P,pZm), and Q(P’) is the fixed field of 
the subgroup of Go which fixes P’, the so-called extension “generated by” P’ 
[3, p. 791. (G, is the absolute Galois group of Q) Hence there is a global 
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surjective solution which localizes to the given solutions at p, and p2 [3, 
6.4(b), 6.61. Since P is the only noncyclic Sylow subgroup involved, the 
solution field L is Q-adequate. L n k(,u,)/k is a subextension of L/k in which 
p, both splits completely and in which its decomposition field is k, so 
L n k@,) = k. This completes Subcase 1.1. 
Subcase 1.2. F, =‘Qs, the quaternion group of order 8. In this case 
G/F, 21 SL,(3), so the problem is to embed k/Q into a Q-adequate SL,(3)- 
extension. In fact we will prove this with no restrictions on k/Q. (The 
disjointness from a(,~,) will be automatic, whenever k r7 U?@,) = Cl). 
Note first that if k/Q is a cubic cyclic extension, then 2 and the infinite 
prime are unramified in k. Choose two rational primes p, ,pz satisfying 
(a) pi splits completely in k, 
(b) pi E -1 (mod 4) 
for i = 1,2. Let o be a generator of G(k/Q), and let pi be a divisor of pi in k, 
i = 1,2. Then p factors in k as (P)~ = pp”pu2, with p =pi, p = pi. Let m be 
the modulus of k consisting of 8, the infinite prime pm, the ramified primes 
of k/Q, ~7, P:‘, P;, P;‘. Let y be an element of k which is totally positive, 
congruent o 1 mod 8, mod the ramified primes of k/Q, mod py and mod ~4, 
and let y be congruent to a nonsquare unit mod py2 and mod p;‘. By the 
generalized Dirichlet density theorem, the ray class mod m of p; ‘p; ‘y 
contains a prime ideal q of degree 1. Then there exists an element 6 E k, 
SE 1 (mod m) such that 
and p = $ satisfies the conditions set above for y. Set a = /?“/P’. Then a is a 
nonsquare unit at p = pi, cP is a prime element (local uniformizer) at p, and 
02 O, where x - y means that x/y is a square in k. It follows that K = 
i($r>) is G 1 * a 01s over O!, with Galois group A,, and G(K,,/O$,) N 
C, x C, for p = p, , p2. The only primes that ramify in K/k are p, , pZ . q (and 
their conjugates). Since pi ZE -1 (mod 4), K,,/Q, is embeddable uniquely into 
a &extension of GP, i = 1, 2. Consider the embedding problem given by the 
epimorphism SL,(3) + G(K/Q). This problem has a local solution at all 
primes different from the prime q lying below q. But this implies that there is 
a global solution [7, Lemma 21. The structure of X,(3) precludes any 
nonsurjective solution, hence the solution is surjective. The same applies to 
the induced local solution at p, and pz, hence the solution field L is 
G-adequate, since G(L&,) E Q8 for p =p, and p2. 
Finally, L n Cl!@,) is an Abelian subextension of L/Q, hence contained in 
k (the commutator subgroup of Z,(3) is Qs), so L n Cl@,) c kn 
G@,,) = Q. But then L n k(n,) = k. This completes Subcase 1.2. 
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Case 2: G/F(G) N S, 
By Theorem 2, and the discussion at the end of the previous section, G/F, 
is isomorphic to one of the three groups S,, S,*, S: *. The case of S, will 
follow from either of the other two, so we assume G/F, N Sq* or S$ *. We 
choose two rational primes p, q larger than 3, such that p, q = -1 (mod 8) if 
G/F, N S,*, and p, q F 3 (mod 8) if G/F3 N S,**. Set k = Q(G). We may, 
of course, choose p, q so that k n O(u,) = Q. Now since G/F* has 3-Sylow 
subgroup of index 2, then exactly as in the proof of [ 1, Theorem 2.11, we 
may embed k/Q into a Q-adequate Galois extension E/Q with G(E/Q) 2: 
G/F,, and En Q&J = Q. Let K be the lixed subfield of the subgroup 
corresponding to F/F,. If we can embed K/Q into a G-adequate Galois 
extension L/Q with Galois group G/F, and L n K&J = K, then LE/Q will 
be Q-adequate with G(LE/Q) N G and LE n U&u,) = Q, as desired. 
Note first that 2 splits completely in k, hence is unramified in K; K is also 
totally real. The divisors of p and q in k split completely in K since 
G(K/Q) N S,, and p, q are the only ramified primes in k/Q. Let G(K/Q) 
have generators (T, r satisfying a3 = rZ = 1, rr’crr = u-‘. Let F be the fixed 
field of r. Then the ideal (P)~ generated by p in F has a factorization of the 
form (P)~ = p, pi in F. Indeed, the divisors of p in K have (residue) degree 1 
over Q hence the same is true in F. Now p must ramify in F, for if not, it 
would be unramified in F and also in F”, so also in FF” = K. The 
ramification index of a ramified prime of F above p must be 2, hence the 
asserted factorization. It now follows that p, ramifies in K: (P~)~ = p2 in K. 
Then (P~)~ = p”pU2. The same argument applies to q 
Let m be the modulus of F consisting of 8, the infinite primes, the primes 
whose divisors in K are ramified over k, p 1 and q , . Choose y E F such that y 
is totally positive, congruent o 1 mod 8, mod the primes whose divisors in K 
are ramified over k, and congruent o a nonsquare unit at p, and q , . The ray 
class mod m of the ideal p; ‘q;‘(y) contains a prime ideal r, hence there 
exists 6 E F, 6 = 1 (mod m), such that 
(~4 = bq,r. 
Set B = y& Then /3 satisfies the conditions imposed on y above. Since p is a 
nonsquare unit at pi, it is a nonsquare unit at p (i.e., in K,), since p is 
ramified over pi. Furthermore, p is a prime element (local uniformizer) at p” 
and at pa*. Thus K,(fi, m) is the (unique) maximal (tamely ramified) 
extension of K, of exponent 2. 
We claim /Iu2 E p/3” (mod K: ‘). First, (j?‘)7 = pTu’ = p”’ and @UZ)T = /I”. 
Hence /I”/I”’ =/P/3”’ = N&3”) which can be identified with N,P,F,,(j?O). 
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Now K, = F&i’%), where 72, is a local uniformizer in F,,. Let rr E K,, 
II* = rri. Since /I is a local uniformizer at p” and p”*, /I” and /I”’ are local 
uniformizers at p. Thus we may write /I” = 7cu, u a unit in K,. Now writing 
N for the norm from K, to FP,, N(rc) = -71,. Since F,, N QP, and p = 3(4), 
-1 is not a square in FP, and hence also not a square in K,. Thus N(X) is not 
a square in K,. Now N(U) is a unit in F,, as well as a norm from the tamely 
ramified quadratic extension K,. Hence (by local class field theory) N(u) is a 
square in FP,, and a fortiori in K,. It follows that N(/?“) = p”/?” is a nons- 
quare in K,. But then since 0” and p”’ are local uniformizers at p, we have 
/3”/3”’ E /I (mod K,*‘), proving the claim. 
Set a = /3”/3”‘. Then a = p (mod K,**) and au = p” (mod Kt2). Thus 
K,(d% @> = K,hh v@? Th e same holds for q in place p. 
Furthermore au2 = aao 
. Thus M=K( 
modK**), a’=. since aEF, and aor=ao2, 
a CA = a” J- a, m) is Galois over Q and has Galois group 
S,. (The group extension 1 + G(M/K) + G(M/Q) + G(K/Q) + 1 splits 
“locally” at the Sylow subgroups, so splits, e.g., by a theorem of Gaschiitz 
[2, p. 1181). At p and q, the local Galois group is D, ; at co it is trivial; at 2 
it is of order 1 or 3 and 2 is unramified in M; at rational primes below the 
ramified primes of K/k, it is of order 3. The one rational prime unaccounted 
for is the prime r below r. 
Consider the embedding problem G/F, - G(M/Q). It is solvable locally 
at co trivially, at 2, which is unramified in M/Q, at the ramified primes of 
K/k, since there the local Galois group is A 3 or S, , the ramification index is 
odd and the kernel of the problem has order 2. At p the local extension 
MP/C4,, is the unique D,-extension of QP. G/F3 N S,* (resp. 5’: *), whose 
Sylow-2 subgroup is Q,6 (resp. D&); by choice of p, Q16 (resp. D&) is 
realizable over QP by an extension which contains a subfield with Galois 
group D, over QP, which must therefore coincide with MP. Since every 
automorphism of D, lifts to an automorphism of Q,6 (resp. D&) (as can be 
readily verified), the embedding problem is locally solvable at p. The same 
argument applies to q. We have shown that the embedding problem is 
solvable locally at all primes different from r. By [ 7, Lemma 21, the global 
problem is solvable, and the solution must be surjective because of the group 
structure of G/F3. The local solutions at p and at q must also be surjective, 
hence the solution field L is Q-adequate with G(L/Q) ‘v G/F,. Now note 
that M/Q is Q-adequate which takes care of the case G/F, N S,. 
Since the commutator subgroup of G/F, has index two in every case, 
L n a(.~,,) g k n a@,,) = Q. Hence L n Kg,) = K. The proof of Theorem 3 
is complete. 
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